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Name _____________________________ Class _________________ Date __________________



Writing Strategies and Written and Oral English Language Conventions Practice

continued



1. What is the best way to change

sentence 15 so that it

demonstrates proper grammar?



4. Read sentence 6.

My aunt his daughter says that

cooking is not her thing.



A Combine this with sentence 14

so that it is not a fragment.



What is the best way to write the

underlined words?



B Add a comma after wash.



A My aunt; his daughter says



C Put quotation marks around

the sentence.



B My aunt, his daughter, says



D Add a semicolon after like.



C My aunt is his daughter: but

she says,



10ELC1.3/CAHSEE 10ELC1.3



D My aunt—his daughter, says



2. What would be the best sentence

to add after sentence 2 in order to

clarify the idea of an “awesome

cook”?



10ELC1.1/CAHSEE 10ELC1.1

5. What supporting evidence would

best improve the report and

support the writer’s argument?



A He makes dinner every night.



A another example of a person

who cooks well



B He cooks all different kinds of

foods, from Japanese to

Indian, Mexican, and

traditional American.



B an example of someone who

had difficulties because she

did not know how to cook as a

young adult



C I would even pay to eat at his

house every night.



C a quote from a cookbook



D People with very different

tastes and food preferences all

seem to find his food

satisfying.



D a description of the U.S.

Department of Agriculture’s

website on the Food Pyramid

10WS1.4/CAHSEE 10WS1.4



10WS1.4/CAHSEE 10WS1.4

3. Which sentence would best begin

this report?

A Many people think of cooking

as a hobby, but I disagree.

B In my family, cooking is more

than a life skill.

C How do you define the

concept of a life skill?

D Should everyone know how to

cook?

10WS1.1/CAHSEE 10WS1.1
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Writing Strategies and Written and Oral English Language Conventions Practice

continued



6. Read sentences 16 and 17.



7. Read sentence 5.



Caring for our bodies is

important. Nevertheless, we all

need to eat, cooking is an

important life skill.



The food was okay, but we

definitely missed his potato salad!

Which word would best replace

the underlined word?



Which word would best replace

the underlined word?



A delicious

B awful



A Unfortunately,



C edible



B Furthermore,



D good



C Since



10WS1.9/CAHSEE 10WS1.9



D Therefore,



8. Read sentence 7.



10WS1.9/CAHSEE 10WS1.9



This got me thinking.

What is the best way to revise this

sentence?

A This made me think.

B This got me to thinking!

C This cause me thinking.

D Thinking, this got me.

10ELC1.3/CAHSEE 10ELC1.3
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Writing Strategies and Written and Oral English Language Conventions Practice

continued



The passage below is a rough draft. It may contain errors. Read the passage.

Then read each question and choose the best answer. Use the provided answer

sheet at the end of the workbook to record your answers.



Textiles and History

Textiles, or fabrics, are an important part of a people’s history. (2) Think about

what kinds of clothing people wore on the American frontier in the 1800s. (3) This is

not the same as what people wore in European cities during the same time period.

(4) Quilts were made by women in America’s colonial era. (5) Of course they did

this in part, for practical reasons. (6) They needed blankets to keep them warm. (7) And

they didn’t have enough fabric to make new blankets they had to use pieces of worn

clothing, too. (8) Today, we consider those hand-made quilts to be a part of our

history. (9) Americans still make quilts, too. (10) For the most part, though, this is a lost

art.

(11) In ancient Ghana, the Asante people made special cloth for special events. (12)

Today, that cloth is known as Kente cloth. (13) This cloth is still used throughout

Africa and the world. (14) There are different patterns wove into the cloth that have

specific meanings.

(15) For me, fabrics such as Kente cloth and American quilts are special for

another reason. (16) I like being able to touch history. (17) It’s an amazing feeling when

I hold an old cloth and realize that someone who lived a long time ago held it in his

or her hands.

(1)
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Writing Strategies and Written and Oral English Language Conventions Practice

continued



1. Which of the following Websites

would most likely provide

information about specific

patterns used in Kente cloth?



3. What is the best way to rewrite

sentence 4 so that it uses the

active voice?

A In America’s colonial era,

women made quilts.



A the Website for a Kenyan high

school



B In America’s colonial era,

quilts were made by women.



B the Kenyan government’s

Website



C Quilts were made, in

America’s colonial era, by

women.



C a Website about different art

forms around the world

D a Website devoted to African

textiles



D Leave as is.

10WS1.2/CAHSEE 10WS1.2



10WS1.5/CAHSEE 10WS1.5



4. Which sentence would best begin

the second paragraph and create

a logical transition from

paragraph 1?



2. What is the best way to rewrite

sentence 1 without changing the

meaning?

A Textiles, or fabrics, are an

important part of a person’s

history.



A People wore more formal

clothing in Europe than on the

frontier.



B Textiles, or fabrics, are an

important part of history.



B In America’s early history,

fabric to make quilts was

important.



C Textiles, not fabrics alone, are

an important part of history.



C Some textiles or fabrics are not

worn as clothing.



D Textiles, including fabrics, are

an important part of every

person’s history.



D Let me explain why the

clothing was so different.



10ELC1.3/CAHSEE 10ELC1.3



10WS1.9/CAHSEE 10WS1.9
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Writing Strategies and Written and Oral English Language Conventions Practice

continued



7. Read sentence 14.



5. What is the best way to rewrite

sentence 7?



There are different patterns wove

into the cloth that have specific

meanings.



A They didn’t have enough

fabric to make new blankets;

consequently they had to use

pieces of worn clothing, too.



Which word would best replace

the underlined word?



B And they didn’t have enough

fabric to make new blankets,

they had to use pieces of worn

clothing.



A weaved

B woven

C weaving



C They didn’t have enough

fabric to make new blankets,

so they had to use pieces of

worn clothing.



D Leave as is.

10ELC1.2/CAHSEE 10ELC1.2

8. Read sentence 17.



D Leave as is.



It’s an amazing feeling when I

hold an old cloth and realize that

someone who lived a long time

ago held it in his or her hands.

What phrase best replaces the

underlined phrase without

changing the meaning?



10ELC1.1/CAHSEE 10ELC1.1

6. Read sentence 11.

In ancient Ghana, the Asante

people made special cloth for

special events.

Which word would best replace

the underlined part of the

sentence?



A an ancient person

B a historic figure

C long ago someone



A important



D in times of yore an old person



B unique



10WS1.2/CAHSEE 10WS1.2



C real-life



9. What would be the best concluding

sentence after sentence 17?



D ordinary

10WS1.9/CAHSEE 10WS1.9



A The Asante people have left us

a great treasure in their cloth.

B These cloths are more important

than any other artifacts.

C Quilts and Kente cloth must be

kept safe in our museums.

D These cloths are examples of

the tangible side of history.

10WS1.1/CAHSEE 10WS1.1
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Writing Strategies and Written and Oral English Language Conventions Practice

continued



The passage below is a rough draft. It may contain errors. Read the passage.

Then read each question and choose the best answer. Use the provided answer

sheet at the end of the workbook to record your answers.



The Famous Cherry Tree

Perhaps you have heard the story about George Washington and the cherry

tree. (2) If not, let me summarize it here: George Washington grew up on a large farm

with slaves and servants in Virginia. (3) One day, when Washington was just a boy, he

cut down one of his father’s cherry trees. (4) No one knows exactly why he cut it

down. (5) But, as the story goes, his father wanted to know what had happened to his

cherry tree. (6) Young George promptly said, “I cannot tell a lie. (7) I cut down the

cherry tree.”

(8) Now, we don’t know if this actually happened. (9) So the question is, why has

this story, this legend been passed down for hundreds of years? (10) Well, George

Washington was the first president of the United States. (11) He is known as the Father

of our Country. (12) Perhaps people wanted to think of him as someone who had been

brave and honest from the time he was a small child. (13) Or maybe this really

happened, and people tell it because it is such a remarkable story.

(14) In a sense, people tell these very same kinds of tales today. (15) Sometimes

they are true. (16) Sometimes they seem a little farfetched. (17) Have you ever seen the

parents of a musician make claims of some amazing performances made by the child

as a toddler? (18) Are there any stories like this in your family? (19) Did your great

grandfather walk to school two miles in the snow each day? (20) What is your family’s

“Cherry Tree” story?

(1)
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Writing Strategies and Written and Oral English Language Conventions Practice

continued



1. Which of these opening sentences

best expresses the main idea of

the report?



3. Which would most likely help the

writer determine the facts about

the cherry tree story?

A George Washington’s diary

B a journal from a teacher in the

late 1900s

C a newspaper from that time

period (in the 1700s)

D original government

documents from Washington’s

presidency

10WS1.5/CAHSEE 10WS1.5



A My favorite tales are the ones

we tell about our political

leaders.

B You cannot believe everything

that you learn in school.

C Sometimes it is hard to

determine whether a story is

true or just a legend.

D George Washington was an

amazing president.



4. What is the best way to revise

sentence 9?

A So the question is Why has this



10WS1.1/CAHSEE 10WS1.1



story, this legend been passed

down for hundreds of years?

B So the question is, “why has this

story this legend been passed

down for hundreds of years?”

C So the question is: Why has this

story, this legend, been passed

down for hundreds of years?



2. Read sentence 3.

George Washington grew up on a

large farm with slaves and servants in

Virginia.



Which word would best replace

the underlined phrase in order to

create a more precise meaning?



D Leave as is.

10ELC1.1/CAHSEE 10ELC1.1



A ranch

B homestead



5. Which sentence would best follow

sentence 12?

A No one knew what Washington

had been like as a child.

B There was no model for what

an American president should

be like.

C Everyone agrees that honesty

is the most important quality

in a leader.

D After all, people have historically



C property

D plantation

10WS1.2/CAHSEE 10WS1.2



thought of their leaders as having

been born with certain leadership

qualities.



10WS1.4/CAHSEE 10WS1.4
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Writing Strategies and Written and Oral English Language Conventions Practice

continued



The passage below is a rough draft. It may contain errors. Read the passage.

Then read each question and choose the best answer. Use the provided answer

sheet at the end of the workbook to record your answers.



American Football

While baseball is America’s pastime, football seems to hold their hearts, too. (2)

The game we know as American football evolved from rugby. (3) The first official

football rules were written in 1876. (4) Sure, the rules will change a lot over the last

125 years. (5) Back then, a touchdown was worth four points and a field goal was

worth five points. (6) Today, a touchdown is worth six points and a field goal is worth

three points. (7) There was no instant replay, or play review, as cameras were not

recording the action, and the referees could not look back at the play. (8) There was no

televised or radio coverage, either. (9) After all, none of these things had been

invented yet. (10) Over the years, technology changed the game. (11) The game changed

in many other ways, too.

Salaries

(12) The salaries have changed. (13) The very first professional football player was

William Heffelfinger. (14) In 1892, Heffelfinger was paid $500 to play one game. (15)

To be sure this was a lot of money. (16) Still compare this to the median salary of

about $500,000 for the Houston Texans in 2002. (17) Even if you divide that salary by

16, for the number of games in a season, you find a huge difference.

(18) Most of the teams have changed as well. (19) The oldest professional football

team is the Arizona Cardinals. (20) This team began as a neighborhood team in

Chicago in 1899. (21) They were known as the Morgan Athletic Club. (22) The newest

teams are the Carolina Panthers and Jacksonville Jaguars (playing their first season in

1995).

(23) You may be surprised to know that the first African American pro football

player was hired in 1904. (24) That player was Charles Follis. (25) In 1921, Fritz Pollard

became the first African American head coach. (26) He coached the Akron Pros. (27) In

1922, the National Football League even had an all-Native American team. (28) The

team was called the Oorang Indians. (29) For a very long time, there were few African

American head coaches. (30) The American Football League has been working to

(1)



change this.

(24) Football has had a fabulous first century. (25) It certainly has evolved. (26) I

wonder how it will look 100 years from now.
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